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Abstract
In the context of industrial robotics, manipulating rigid objects have been studied quite deeply.
However, Handling deformable objects is still a big challenge. Moreover, due to new techniques
introduced in the object detection literature, employing visual data is getting more and more
popular between researchers. This thesis studies how to exploit visual data for detecting the
end-point of a deformable linear object. A deep learning model is trained to perform the task
of object detection. First of all, basics of the neural networks is studied to get more familiar
with the mechanism of the object detection. Then, a state-of-the-art object detection algorithm
YOLOv3 is reviewed so it can be used as its best. Following that, it is explained how to collect
the visual data and several points that can improve the data gathering procedure are delivered.
After clarifying the process of annotating the data, model is trained and then it is tested. Trained
model localizes the end-point. This information can be used directly by the robot to perform
tasks like pick and place or it can be used to get more information on the form of the object.
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Introduction
Industrial robots are capable of performingwide variety of tasks including pick and place, assem-
bly, and etc. Handling rigid objects by robots is well studied and practiced. However, working
with and manipulating deformable objects is still challenging. The challenge arises with the
uncertainty of the work-piece form. This also can lead to difficulty in sorting the work-pieces.
This study is focused on deformable linear objects (DLO) such as cables, ropes, etc.
A big portion of the manufacturing industry like car manufacturing, home appliance, and
industrial machines require to automatize DLO manipulation in the production process. De
Gregorio et al [7] have done a semantic segmentation and model estimation on DLOs starting
with detection of DLO’s endcap using a convolutional neural network. DeGregorio et al [6] used
the same algorithm in another research integrating the DLO segmentation with inserting it in a
specific position. Axel Remde et al [17]studied picking-up a cable with Industrial robots. In their
study, position of the cable was approximately known and it was hanging freely in a gallows.
So, there was no problem of detection or uncertainty of form involved. In a more sophisticated
work, Koo et all [11] studied the problem of automatically assembling wire harness. Fukiji et
al [10] propose a method to recognize the topological relationship between multiple cables by
using image sensors. Nakagaki et al [14]propose method for inserting a flexible beam into a
drill. Different from other researches, in this work, the contact force between the beam and drill
is detected by measuring deformation of beam with vision sensor.
The general aim of this thesis is to detect the tip of a rope to perform a pick and place
operation in future projects. Detection will be carried out by a convolutional neural network
(CNN). The key concept in using neural network is that instead of defining a set of features, like
it is done in machine learning algorithms, network will learn the features from a set of raw data.
Not every architecture of neural networks is practical enough for this purpose. In a dense
neural network, each hidden layer is densely connected to its previous layer meaning every input
is connected to every output in that layer. Assuming the data is a RGB image which is three 2-
dimensional matrices, it will be collapsed down into a 1-dimensional vector so it can be fed
through the dense network. Every pixel in that 1-dimensional vector will be fed into the next
layer. Therefore, the very useful spatial structure in the image will be lost. Moreover, there will
be huge number of parameters because the network is densely connected. CNN helps to use
the spatial structure in the input to inform the network and also reduce the number of required
parameters.
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In order to train the network and detect the object, an algorithm called YOLO is used. YOLO
applies a single neural network to the full image. It divides the image into regions. Then, it
predicts the bounding boxes and computes probabilities of each one.
The theory of the neural networks is described in the first chapter. In the following chapter,
a brief explanation is given on how YOLO operates. Then, the data gathering procedure is
explained in chapter three. Labelling procedure is clarified in the fourth chapter. Process of
training is put into words in chapter five. Results are laid out in chapter six followed by the
conclusion.
Chapter 1
Neural Networks
1.1 Basic Structure of a Neural Network
The idea of neural networks is inspired by the operation of neural system and brain in humans
body where billions of neuron cells are connected to each other in order to process data in
parallel. Language translation and pattern recognition softwares are the well known examples
where researchers succeed to execute the idea of neural networks on the computer[22].
An artificial neural network consists of an input layer of nodes, one or two hidden layer
of nodes, and final layer of output nodes. Inputs to and outputs from a neural network can be
binary or continuous. This feature confers a wide range of applicability to neural networks.The
fundamental building block of a neural network is called perceptron. Figure 1.1 depicts the
forward propagation of information through a perceptron. In this figure, b is the bias, G is the
nonlinear activation function and ŷ can be written as
ŷ = G(w0b+
m∑
i=1
wixi). (1.1)
Figure 1.1: Perceptron, the fundamental building block of a neural network.
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(a) Sigmoid function (b) tanh function (c) ReLU function
Figure 1.2: Common utilized activation functions.
Role of the activation function is to introduce non-linearity into the network. No matter
how deep is the network, if a linear activation function is used, the network will only compose
bunch of lines on top of each other and it will yield another line. By introducing non-linearity,
neural network allows one to approximate arbitrarily complex functions and this is what makes
neural networks extremely powerful. There are several types of activation functions which are
commonly used in the neural networks. Figure 1.2 presents three of these common functions.
The purpose of the bias term is to provide the ability to shift the activation function to left or
right, regardless of the inputs.
To construct a multi-output neural network, it is enough to simply attach perceptrons to each
other vertically as shown in the Figure 1.3. This figure shows a neural network with single
hidden layer. It is called hidden layer because unlike the inputs and outputs, it is not directly
enforced or observable. Assuming that the bias is one, equation 1.3 gives the outputs of the
network.
zi = w
(1)
0,i +
m∑
i=1
w
(1)
j,i xj (1.2)
ŷi = G(w
(2)
0,i +
d1∑
i=1
w
(2)
j,i G(zj)). (1.3)
1.2 Training a Neural Network
It is possible to set up a neural network with several inputs and hidden layers and initialize the
weights and biases. If the network is fed at this step by inputs, it won’t be able to predict the right
output because basically the network does not know anything about the relation between input
and the correct output. In other words, the network is not trained. Similar to human learning by
examples, a neural network is trained by presenting to it a set of input data called training set
and then compare the output with the real one to find a way to adjust the weights. In fact the
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Figure 1.3: Multi-output neural network with a single hidden layer[3]
goal is to find the weights which deliver the lowest loss. Mathematically speaking
W ∗ = argmin
W
1
n
n∑
i=1
L(f(x(i),W ), y(i)) = argmin
W
J(W ), (1.4)
where W is the weight matrix, f is the predicted output or ŷ, and y is the real output. So, for any
value of W we can compute the loss function, J(W ). Then, after initializing the network with a
random set of variables, one should look for the direction that will reduce the loss. To this end,
slope of the function can be observed. Therefore, the gradient of the loss with respect to each of
the weights should be computed to find the direction of the maximum descent. During training,
this process is repeated over and over until the loss converges to a local minimum. In a nutshell:
1. Random weight initialization
2. Loop to convergence
• compute the gradient, ∂J(W )
∂W
• adjust the weightsW − η ∂J(W )
∂W
→ W
3. Return the weights.
This is called the backpropagation algorithm.
o create a deep neural network, the idea is basically stacking on more of these hidden lay-
ers.The ancient term “deep learning” was first introduced to machine learning by Dechter[8],
and to artificial neural networks by Aizenberg et al [1]. Subsequently, it became especially pop-
ular in the context of deep neural networks[19]. In 21st century, by the help of more powerful
CPUs and then new GPUs, deep neural network has shown that it can outperform the classic
models. Although containing several hidden layer is recognized as the main difference between
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Figure 1.4: Every region of the input influences only one single neuron in the hidden layer[2]
deep learning and the so called shallow learning, more outstanding difference is that deep learn-
ing methods derive their own features while in the antecedent models, hand-engineered features
should be provided for the model.
1.3 Convolutional Neural Networks
Today, to give the machines a sense of vision, convolutional neural networks are widely used.
The general approach is to learn the visual features directly from data and learn a hierarchy of
these features so that they can reconstruct a representation of what makes up the final class label.
Neural networks are able to learn the features directly from the visual data if they are structured
cleverly and correctly.
As it was mentioned in the introduction, employing dense neural network for the purpose of
computer vision would be very costly computationally speaking and some information regarding
the spatial structure will be lost. To maintain the spatial structure, CNN connects patches of the
input to a single neuron in the hidden layer. This concept is illustrated in Figure 1.4.
Window of the patch slides with a determined step size (stride) to define all the patches. In
order to learn the features, the connections of the pixels within the patch and the node in the
hidden layer must be weighted. Thus, the node at the hidden layer will have the weighted sum
of the pixel values belonging to the connected patch. This operation is called convolution and
the weighted windows sliding on the image are called filter. By sliding different filters on top of
the image, different features will be extracted. Thus, the output layer of a convolution is not a
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single image (feature map) but rather a volume of images representing all of the different filters.
Need to mention that each node in the hidden layer, will compute a weighted sum of it’s input
from the corresponding patch plus a bias and then it will apply a nonlinear activation function
which is commonly ReLU. Non-linearity allows the network to deal with non-linear data and
introduces complexity into the learning pipeline. Note that each node in the hidden layer is only
seeing a single patch from the image. This property is called local connectivity.
After convolution layer, there is a pooling layer used to reduce the dimentionality of its input.
In other words, role of pooling layer is to reduce the resolution of the feature map but keeping
the features required for classification. Common technique for pooling is called maxpooling.
The idea is one can slide a window over the feature map and takes the maximum value in the
current window. If the window size be 2×2, pooling layer will discard three fourth of the feature
map.
Normally, in a CNN there are multiple convolutional and pooling layers one after each other
to derive the hierarchy of features. Final derived features are fed to a dense neural network to
classify the input. Figure 1.5 illustrates the CNN architecture structured for classification.
Figure 1.5: General architecure of a convolutional neural network structured for classifica-
tion[5].
Chapter 2
You Only Look Once: YOLO
What Image classification does is setting a class label to an image. There is another concept
called object localization which is the act of drawing a bounding box around the object in the
image. The goal in this project is object detection. Object detection combines image localization
and classification. The main families of deep learning object detection algorithms are ”Region-
based convolutional neural network” (R-CNN) and ”Yolo look only once” (YOLO). The utilized
algorithm in this study is YOLO.
CNN architecture can be employed for the purpose of classification or regression. Earlier
introduced algorithms like R-CNN repurpose classifiers for the detection. To perform object
detection, these algorithms take a classifier for the object and evaluate it at various locations
and scales in a test image. In fact, after receiving the input image, they propose several regions
or candidate bounding boxes. The algorithm to select these regions can be different but in the
main R_CNN this step extracts about 2000 regions. Then, CNN will be applied to each of these
candidate regions to extract the features. Finally, Extracted features will be fed to a classifier
model to label them as one of the known classes[4].
On the other hand, YOLO performs object detection as a single regression problem. In fact,
original version of the YOLO was trying to directly regress the coordinates, width, and height
of the bounding boxes. It was fast but it was not as precise as the competing algorithms. Object
detection algorithms usually sample a huge number of regions in the input image and control
if it contains a classified object or not. Then, they try to adjust the coordinates of the region to
predict the bounding box more precisely. These predefined regions or bounding boxes are called
anchor box. Faster R-CNN[18] and SSD[13] take these anchor boxes in three different scales
and aspect ratios and compute offsets to the anchor boxes to predict boxes for the object. YOLO
employed the idea of the anchor boxes but to make learning more simple for the network, they
ran a k-mean clustering on the bounding boxes of the training dataset and came up with a set of
dimension clusters.
In YOLO, input image is divided into a grid and to each grid cell a set of anchor boxes
are associated with the same centroid. Then, it computes how much does the ground truth box
overlaps with the anchor box and picks the one with the best IoU. So, it can now predict offsets
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to the anchor box. In a nutshell, things to be predicted are
1. the location offset against the anchor box: tx, ty, tw, th.
2. Probability of the box containing an object.
3. Probability of the box belonging to any of the introduced classes: num_classes
Thus, for every anchor box (4 + 1 + num_classes) numbers are predicted and if the image is
divided into a s×s grid and each cell of the grid had B anchor boxes, output would be a volume
of size s× s×B × (4 + 1 + num_classes)[12].
These predicted values are used to derive the loss function value. Loss function in original
YOLO is defined as [16]
λcoord
s2∑
i=0
B∑
j=0
1objij [(xi − x̂i)2 + (yi − ŷi)2]+
λcoord
s2∑
i=0
B∑
j=0
1objij [(
√
wi −
√
ŵi)
2 + (
√
hi −
√
ĥi)
2]
+
s2∑
i=0
B∑
j=0
1objij (Ci − Ĉi)2
+ λnoobj
s2∑
i=0
B∑
j=0
1objij (Ci − Ĉi)2
+
s2∑
i=0
1obji
∑
c∈C
(pi(c)− p̂i(c))2
(2.1)
Equation 2.1 can be interpreted as the sum of classification loss,Lcls and localization loss,
Lloc, and be rewritten as Loss = Lcls + λcoordLloc [23] where
Lcls =
s2∑
i=0
B∑
j=0
(1objij + λnoobj(1− 1
obj
ij ))(Cij − Ĉij)2
s2∑
i=0
1obji
∑
c∈C
(pi(c)− p̂i(c))2,
Lloc =
s2∑
i=0
B∑
j=0
1objij [(xi − x̂i)2 + (yi − ŷi)2 + (
√
wi −
√
ŵi)
2 + (
√
hi −
√
ĥi)
2].
(2.2)
Parameters of these functions are defined as following:
• xi, yi, wi, hi: coordinates of the predicted bounding box.
• x̂i, ŷi, ŵi, ĥi: coordinates of the ground truth bounding box.
• 1obji : A factor representing if there is an object in cell i or not.
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• iobji j: Indicating if jth anchor box of the ith cell contains an object or not.
• Ĉij: Confidence score of the cell i with respect to box j.
• Cij: Predicted confidence score.
• p̂i(c): Conditional probability of whether cell i contains an object of class c ∈ C.
• pi(c): predicted conditional class probability.
First part of the Lcls can be interpreted as kind of a objectness loss meaning that network
can learn from this part to detect the region of interest. Also, by using the term (1− 1obji j), loss
is penalized for false positive predictions. λnoobj is a float between 0 and 1 to make sure that
the model is not dominated by cells that do not have object. Another point about Lcls is that,
this equation belongs the the original YOLO algorithm and in YOLOv3 they have used binary
cross-entropy function instead of this sum of squared errors[15].
Moreover, it is mentioned earlier in this chapter that unlike original YOLO, YOLO9000 and
YOLOv3 predict the offsets from the anchor boxes. Thus, to follow the notation introduced in
YOLOv3, network predicts four coordinates for each bounding box, tx, ty, tw, th. Offset of the
cell from the images origin is (cx, cy) and anchor box has width and height pw and Ph. So, the
predictions correspond to [15]
bx = σ(tx) + cx
by = σ(ty) + cy
bw = Pwe
tw
bh = phe
th ,
(2.3)
where bx, by, bw, and bh are absolute values of the coordinates with respect to the image origin.
Note that for example, tx and ty are predicting the centroid with reference to the top-left corner
of the cell not the image. Figure 2.1 helps to clarify these notations.
Therefore, if the ground truth for some coordinate prediction is t̂∗, the error will be the
ground truth value minus the prediction: t̂∗ − t∗. Note that ground truth values can be derived
by inverting equation 2.3.
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Figure 2.1: Bounding boxes with anchor boxes and location prediction. The width and height
of the box are predicted as offsets from cluster centroids[15]
Chapter 3
Data Gathering
For the purpose of training, labelled data or in this case labelled images as a dataset is required.
Nowadays, there are a lot of collected and ready dataset provided in the Machine learning com-
munities such as coco dataset which contains 80 classes like human, tree, car, etc., 80000 training
images and 40000 validation images. Obviously, training dataset is not provided for every ob-
ject. Therefore, a custom dataset is prepared. As a rule of thumb, it is suggested to store at least
1000 images for every class of objects to have a successful training. Also capturing 1000 photos
either manually or even automatically by the help of a manipulator is frustrating. Moreover, it
is mentioned 1000 images per class of objects, thus, 1000* n images where n is the number of
classes are needed. To tackle this issue, instead of capturing photo, it is possible to shoot a video
and then extract properly spaced frames.
Before starting to shoot the video, it is necessary to decide about the distribution of the data.
In, other words, if the training dataset are captured in a specific condition or environment, then
the model will be trained for that specific environment. Shooting angle, Lighting, background,
and form of the object might be of the degrees of freedom to select. Considering the situation in
which the model will be used can be helpful to decide about the data distribution. As such it is
presumed that the image plane must be parallel to the plane that object is located at. Therefore,
assuming the image plane is xy plane and the axis perpendicularly coming out of the image
plane is the z axis, camera is free to move along all the axes and rotate around the z axis but
it must not rotate around x and y axes. As camera moves uniformly, the extracted frames will
be more clear images being less blurry. This end can be achieved by using a manipulator to
move the camera around in a predetermined trajectory. At the moment of data collection for
this study, there was no manipulator available. Thus, it was decided to shoot the videos by a
smartphone and manually. However, it is imaginable how difficult it is to move the camera as
smoothly as a manipulator. Therefore, Instead of the camera, object (basically the platform was
moving) was decided to move. The deformable object is rested on a cardboard. It was possible
to translate and rotate the cardboard in the xy plane; however, for translation along the z axis it
was only possible to move the camera in a limited discrete set. As for the lighting, not a very
strict standard was selected; however, it was tried to not do the shooting in a dark environment.
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The word dark might be general, but the basic lighting was the morning daylight plus room
fluorescent lighting because it could mimic the lighting condition in the lab where the model
can be used.
Background was a random paintings of Jackson Pollock[9] glued to a piece of cardboard.
Since content of these paintings have very random texture, they are suitable for domain random-
ization[21]. Domain randomization helps one to bring the simulation or controlled environment
close to the reality. The idea is that if a suitable randomness appears in the simulation, also
real world would look like as a type of simulated environment. Also, it has been tried before
and demonstrated that this choice of background provides good enough random features so the
network will only learn the features of the object. Consider the case where background was uni-
formly white. In this case since the object is black, probably network will learn that the gradient
orientation at the edge of the object is always normal to the edge toward the background. It was
possible to choose a uniformly textured background but this decision is made hoping to have
the model more generalized with respect to the background.
Another important point to consider about the deformable linear object is it is possible to
shape a wide variety of curves. The point is not to find the object itself but its end-point. So,
the form of the object should be variant to prevent the model from adapting to a unique form.
Therefore, it was necessary to shoot several videos, where the object has different forms laying
on different backgrounds. Figure 3.1 depicts some samples of the acquired dataset. Finally,
about 5500 images from 7 videos got extracted to provide the training dataset.
It worth to mention that generating dataset did not happen in one trial. The point is although
there is only one type of object which is the wiretip, a classification has been done based on the
orientation of wiretip. In fact, the classification based on the orientation is done by the labelling
tool that is used in this study. The tool demands user to determine the degree of discretization.
For example, id one chooses to discretize the orientation with 10 degree bins, then there will
be 36 classes of object. This means there is a requirement for about 36000 images and about
1000 images per class as training dataset. Otherwise, the model will be underfit. This is what
happened at the first trial. Beside that, while shooting the video, the followed trajectories were
not involving enough rotation and they were mostly translational movements.
Considering these points, second trial was much more successful but not good enough. The
problem was that extracted frames from the videos were not properly spaced. In other words,
frames were chosen too much close to each other and they were very similar. Although the
algorithm prevents the model from overfitting, this kind of dataset implicitly makes the model
overfit because it is getting traind by a bunch of images which all are very similar together.
Addressing this issue by down sampling, finally a suitable dataset was provided. In fact the
problem is that it is required for models to learn representations from the training data that can
be generalizable to unseen test data.
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Figure 3.1: Samples from the training dataset.
Chapter 4
Labelling
Labeling In Supervised learning, the learner receives a set of input and output pairs as training
data and then makes prediction for the test data which are unseen before. This is the most
common scenario associated with classification, regression, and ranking problems. Therefore,
data is required to be labeled or annotated. To do so, coordinates of four corners of a rectangle
bounding the object (called bounding box) should be derived and stored along with the class of
the object to provide the ground truth for training and also testing. This procedure should be
followed for each object in the image and for all of the images in the training dataset.
Labeling can be carried out manually or automatically by the help of a software. Usually
for the purpose of deep learning, a gross amount of data is required and as mentioned before, in
this study 5500 number of images are used. Labeling this number of images manually would
be extremely time consuming. Therefore, a novel software called Loop is used to label all the
training images.
LOOP is a software developed by the researchers of the University of Bologna to reduce
the human intervention during the process of annotation. It has been used numerous times for
the purpose of deep learning application in industrial robotics and resulted very effectively. In
case the requirements are met, working with LOOP is easy. In the first frame of each video,
a box should be drawn around the considered object. Then, LOOP finds as many key points
as it is determined and frame by frame, it follows the key points to transfer the box. To repeat
the algorithm, monitoring by human is required because it is possible for the tool to miss the
correct transformation. This can happen in the case of lighting variation, change in the scene or
any other thing that leads to missing a big number of key points. Figure 4.1 is representing the
situation in which corresponding key points are found in first and nth frame. Also, Figure 4.1
exhibits the interface of the LOOP and the case that it has missed the object.
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Figure 4.1: Key point matching between first frame and nth frame.
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Figure 4.2: A successful and a failed bounding box transfer in different frames.
Chapter 5
Training
First thing to do before starting to train is setting the hyperparameters. most of the parameters
are optimize and already tuned in the YOLO algorithm. Therefore, limited number of hyperpa-
rameters including learning rate, batch size, and number of epochs where chosen to be tuned.
There are different methods to choose the hyperparameters including random search and grid
search; however, in this study, tuning procedure was performed manually and empirically. This
procedure is performed based on the general ideas introduced in the literature.
The learning rate can be interpreted as the step size of the weight adjustment. The smaller
is the learning rate, smaller the weight change after an iteration. As it was mentioned earlier, in
YOLO architecture training is a gradient descent optimization algorithm. If learning rate is given
a very large value, training will be faster; however, it might not converge toward an optimum
solution. On the other hand, very small learning rate will lead to a very time consuming training.
Regarding these behaviors, normally learning rate is not held constant and it is beneficial to
decay during the training process. Usually, this is done by two type of methods named learning
rate schedules and adaptive learning ratemethods. Learning rate schedules are predefined sched-
ules which may decay based on time or step or decay exponentially. The challenge of tuning
the schedule in advance can be removed by the help pf adaptive learning rate methods including
Adagrad, Adadelta, RMSprop, and Adam. YOLO employs Adam to tune the learning rate. In
fact, Adam is extended version of stochastic gradient descent optimization algorithm. While in
stochastic gradient descent learning rate is the same for all weights and does not change dur-
ing training, Adam “computes individual adaptive learning rates for different parameters from
estimates of first and second moments of gradients”.
During training process, at every iteration a limited number of samples are chosen randomly
to be used as the input data. This limited number of samples is the batch size. By increasing the
model size, there will be less amount of GPUmemory available for the input samples because the
number of weights and calculations increases as well. Besides that, extremely large batch size
leads to overfitting. Thus, upper limit of batch size is mainly influenced by the available GPU
memory and the performance. On the other hand, very small batch size elongates the training
time to converge. That’s because weight update is done based on the batch of input samples
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and as it gets smaller, generality of the input may decrease and weights change will be more
fluctuating. Also, Smith[20] has shown that increasing batch size increases the test accuracy.
Unfortunately, in the current study, the available GPU memory did not allow to increase the
batch size to more than 8. Thus, at the end, there were not a lot of options.
One epoch is a step in which all the dataset propagates through the network. The right
number for the epoch is the one that prevents underfitting and overfitting. There is a basic
technique called regularization to overcome the problem of overfitting in neural networks. What
this technique does is that it discourages the model from learning complex information which
are not generalizable very much. The most popular regularization technique in deep learning
is the idea of drop-out. The idea is during training randomly a set of activations in the hidden
nodes are set to zero. The idea is extremely powerful because by lowering the network capacity
it prevents the network from building memorization channels in which it tries to just remember
the data instead of learning. In fact, drop-out wipes out a portion of data and consequently helps
the network to generalize and build a more robust representation of its prediction.
Another regularization technique is early stopping. As mentioned earlier, training a network
is basically an optimization problem and the goal is to minimize the loss. As training goes
on, loss function value over training and test dataset should decrease. Eventually, there will be
a point in which loss value of testing dataset diverges from the one corresponding to training
dataset. Naturally, the model will always fit he training data because it is seeing the training
data but testing data is unseen. Therefore, at some point model start to perform on training data
much better than testing data. Early stopping identifies this point where loss starts to increase
and diverge from the loss over training data.
YOLO employs both these methods to prevent overfitting. Therefore, the only burden is
to choose the epoch number large enough in order to avoid underfitting. Since hyperparameter
selection was empirically, several set of them have been tried and the set corresponding to the
final training is:
• 15 epochs of initial training with batch size 4 and learning rate 1e− 4
• 85 epochs of main training (fine-tuning) with batch size 4 and learning rate 1e− 5
An interesting mutual phenomenon between a lot of deep neural networks which are trained
on natural images is that, on the first layers, they all learn features similar to Gabor filters and
color blobs. In other words, these features which are extracted at the first layers do not specifi-
cally belong to a special dataset or task, but they are general in the sense that they are applicable
to many datasets and tasks. This phenomenon is known as the transferability of the features.
Yosinsky et al[24] have quantified how the transferability gap grows as the distance between
tasks increase and it will be more extreme for transferring higher layers; however, they have
demonstrated that even features transferred from distant tasks are better than random weights.
Based on this behavior, YOLO can be initialized with its pre-trained model which is trained on
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the coco dataset. Since the features at first layers are more similar to each other when compar-
ing different tasks, YOLO performs an initial training for the last layers, particularly the fully
connected layers, while the first layers are frozen. Basically, this step is enough to obtain a not
bad model. Then, to perform a fine tuning on the model in order to make it more specialized on
the given task, another step of training is done where all the layers are engaged in the training.
Chapter 6
Results
6.1 Quantitative Assessments
As it was stated earlier, during training the goal is to minimize the loss function. One may notice
that after each epoch of training, YOLO releases two different losses. One is name val_lass
which is the value of cost function for the cross-validation data and the other one is loss which
is the value of cost function for the training data. Note that YOLO is given only the training
dataset. Thus, a question may arise asking what is cross-validation data?
In the previous chapter, an approach called early stopping was introduced to prevent the
model from overfitting. It was mentioned that when loss value on testing data diverges from the
loss value on training data, training process is stopped. To this end, YOLO splits a portion of the
training data to exploit it as the cross-validation data. Ratio of the split portion to training data
is represented as val_split in the algorithm which takes a float between 0 and 1. Algorithm
will store this portion of the training data and won’t perform training on it so it can compute
the validation loss on this unseen data at the end of each epoch. Figure 6.1 depicts the variation
of the loss and validation loss across 99 epochs of training. It was meant to be 100 epochs but
YOLO early stopped at 99th epoch to prevent overfitting.
Figure 6.1: Loss and validation loss variation over the course of training.
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Figure 6.2: Precision-Recall curve of the model on the testing dataset.
To assess the model validity, mean average precision (mAP score) is calculated. To do so, 11
point interpolation technique is used[[https://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/teaching/1415/InfoRtrv/lecture5.pdf]].
Briefly explaining, first of all, Precision-Recall graph is plotted where Precision and Recall are
defined as following:
Precision =
true positive
true positive+ false positive
Recall =
true positive
true positive+ false negative
Then, precision is interpolated at 11 recall levels starting from 0.0 increasing with 0.1 step size
until 1.0. Precision-Recall curve is supposed to be monotonically decreasing. So, precision at
any point is the maximum of the last point and all the following points. Figure 6.2 shows how
the curve is turned into. Finally, arithmetic mean of the 11 precision is calculated. Derived mAP
score for the test data is 0.92.
6.2 Qualitative Assessment
The model performs reasonably well on the testing dataset images. Figure 6.3 exhibits some
samples of the predictions. Usually the failed cases are the ones with a low quality and somewhat
blurry appearance. Failure may happens because of the unstable lighting. Another problem is
detecting multiple bounding box per object. This phenomenon is not very strange with YOLO.
The issue is several predicted boxes are good enough to be detected. It can be handled by
increasing the threshold on confidence score but it may lead to reducing the recall. So, a fair
trade-off must be found.
Response of the model to the scenes with backgrounds different than the random back-
grounds on training and testing datasets was tested too. The model was expected to respond
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Figure 6.3: Predictions of the model on the testing dataset.
similarly to the testing datasets predictions. The result was not a total failure but it does not sat-
isfies the expectation perfectly either. It is possible that the chosen backgrounds were not enough
divers to set the requirements for domain randomization. After all, training dataset contains six
different set of backgrounds. Figure 6.4 shows some of the predictions.
It was also of interest to check what would be the response of the model to other deformable
linear objects beside the original rope which was used for the training. To this end, three shoe
laces with different colors were used. After Observing several predictions, it seemed that the
model has learned the color of the rope because it can detect the tip of the black and dark blue
shoe laces but it never detects the tip of the white shoe lace. Figure 6.5 shows samples of these
predictions.
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Figure 6.4: Predictions of the model on the scenes with different backgrounds with respect to
the training.
Figure 6.5: Predictions of the model on the scenes with different backgrounds with respect to
the training.
Conclusion
In this thesis, neural networks and their application is the object detection is studied. It was tried
to study the YOLOv3 algorithm very deep in order to get familiar with its potentials so it can
be used effectively and as a matter of fact the results were strongly promising. Data collection
procedure was a challenge to do and multiple points have learned by the author. To improve the
dataset, it is suggested to provide more controlled environment particularly from the lighting
aspect. Unstable lighting can play a very disturbing role during both training and testing. In this
study, data were collected during daylight and it hardly can be called a controlled environment.
It is better to collect the data during night and under particular lighting or collect a lot of data in
different lighting situations.
Also, domain randomization helped to test the model on backgrounds different than on what
it was trained but it was not totally successful. It is proposed to provide more diverse set of
backgrounds to exploit the potential of domain randomization.
Moreover, themodel was tested on objects different thanwhat it was trained on and it showed
some promising responses. If one wants to have a model that can detect a lot of different types of
deformable linear objects, then by providing a few diverse target objects in the training dataset
it seems an achievable goal.
Like Faster R-CNN, YOLO9000 and YOLOv3 model makes use of anchor boxes, pre-
defined bounding boxes with useful shapes and sizes that are tailored during training. Using
anchor boxes improved yOLO’s precision with respect to its original version. In this study, de-
fault anchor boxes were used; however, it seems in case of defining particular anchor boxes for
the custom dataset, the precision of the model can improve. Therefore, a k-means analysis can
be carried out on the training dataset to define the custom made anchor boxes.
One more point that can improve the model is data augmentation. In this study it was not
possible to capture images in different scales. Although YOLO itself carries out a multi-scale
training, it will worth to try capturing images in different scales.
Finally, despite the fact that YOLOv3 performed very well in this project, today other ver-
sions including YOLOv4 and YOLOv5 are introduced. So, it is advisable to try using these
updated algorithms to have faster training and more accurate model.
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